Prospective study comparing different indirect methods to measure portal pressure.
To compare the accuracy of wedged hepatic venous pressure (WHVP) measurement with use of an end-hole catheter or an occlusion-balloon catheter versus direct portal pressure (PP) measurement in patients with cirrhosis with sinusoidal portal hypertension and to investigate the factors that affect the results of these indirect measurements. In a cohort of 174 patients with cirrhosis referred for transjugular intrahepatic portosystemic shunt creation, indirect PP was measured with an end-hole catheter and an occlusion-balloon catheter placed in the right hepatic vein. Direct PP was measured by a pigtail catheter in the main branch of the portal vein. PP was more accurately estimated by the occlusion-balloon technique: mean WHVP measurements were 25.5 mm Hg ± 7.9 and 30.6 mm Hg ± 13.9, respectively, for the occlusion-balloon and end-hole catheter techniques, and the direct PP measurement was 25.0 mm Hg ± 7.0. The median absolute differences between direct and the indirect methods were 6.0 mm Hg with the end-hole catheter and 2.0 mm Hg with the occlusion-balloon catheter (P < .0001, signed-rank test). Relative to direct PP measurements, the occlusion-balloon technique overestimated pressures in cases of higher Model for End-Stage Liver Disease (MELD) scores (Spearman ρ = -0.24; P = .0005). Compared with direct PP measurements, agreement was clearly higher for indirect WHVP measurement with occlusion-balloon catheters versus end-hole catheters. However, in patients with a high MELD score, there was an overestimation of PP with the occlusion-balloon method.